CASE STUDY: SPARK NZ

Spark NZ Commits to replacing Access
Management Systems with ForgeRock
OpenAM, Boosting Access Security and
Reducing Costs
About Spark NZ
Spark NZ provides fixed, mobile and IT products and services to millions of consumers,
enterprises, and wholesale customers across New Zealand and Australia. With millions of
customers and more than 6,600 internal employees demanding rapid access to an ever
growing list of applications, the need for a comprehensive, flexible and reliable access
management solution is paramount.

Challenge

Benefits

Replace three access management solutions to deliver

■■ Common code-base enabled seamless migration from

next generation, secure access to applications and
services for employees, partners, and customers.

Solution
Implement comprehensive OpenAM solution across all
three environments to enable 2.8 million users to easily
and securely access 44 critical Web-based applications.

SunAM and OpenSSO to OpenAM.
■■ Reduced management and maintenance time by
consolidating access management from three
solutions to one.
■■ Common ID and authentication environment enables
more efficient customer service.
■■ Next generation access and identity management –
scalable and extensible to cloud and mobile

Faced with potentially three large migration projects, we wanted a new access management
platform that would position us for the next generation of cloud and mobile services as well as
increase efficiencies and reduce costs. We needed one access management that could service a
wide set of needs across our business.”
KEVIN HIGGINS, Manager, identity and access management
design and delivery for Spark NZ
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Access Management at a Cross Roads
Spark NZ had been running three different access management platforms, all facing end-of-life (EOL)
and needing replacement:
■■ A proprietary, legacy access management system provided more than 6,600 employees with
secure access to nine applications. This solution was facing EOL and the incumbent vendor
had proposed a complete replacement to one of its newer access management solutions. Key
requirements for the replacement solution were the ability to integrate
with existing Web services and auto-fill for login.
■■ Sun Access Manager was used to provide 2.7 million mobile users
with secure access to 15 applications. This solution was also facing
EOL and Spark NZ was facing another extensive migration
project.
■■ A Sun OpenSSO (formerly SunAM) solution, the third access

As a large telecom with an
extensive IT environment
and needs, we value having
access to the source code.”

management platform, provided more than 130,000
customers with access to the Spark NZ customer portal

KEVIN HIGGINS, Spark NZ

which delivers such critical self-service options as
ordering new services, managing accounts, and
paying bills.

OpenAM: One Solution, Three Environments
The team considered a number of access management solutions and decided to implement ForgeRock
OpenAM, an all-in-one access management platform, across all three environments. ForgeRock OpenAM
would be used to deliver complete access management including SSO, adaptive authentication, strong
authentication, federation, Web services security and fine-grained entitlement enforcement—in one solution.
A key reason Spark NZ chose the OpenAM solution was for its ability to integrate with legacy Web
applications. The OpenAM solution features the Open Identity Gateway (OpenIG)—a high-performance
reverse proxy server with specialized session management and credential replay functionality. OpenIG
works together with OpenAM to integrate Web applications without the need to modify the target
application or the container that it runs in—delivering significant cost-savings. With time and budget
considerations for such a large IT project, the ability to quickly and easily integrate with existing
applications was critical to the overall success of the project.
Secondly, ForgeRock provides a simple upgrade path from Sun OpenSSO and Sun Access Manager to
OpenAM. Further, OpenAM offered capabilities and a roadmap that made it a good choice for building out
a new generation of web, cloud and mobile services.
Finally, open source was a factor in the decision to go with OpenAM. “As a large telecom with an
extensive IT environment and needs, we value having access to the source code. When we needed to
extend the authentication module in OpenAM to our legacy directory platform, for example, we were
confident that we could do this because we were working with an open source product, it makes our
work faster and easier.” said Higgins.
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Spark NZ needed to replace the access management solution that supported the company’s employee
and partner portal with a new solution. With 6600 employees and nine-different mission-critical Webbased applications in the mix, it was a complex and high-profile project. The Spark NZ team worked closely
with the ForgeRock services team to ensure the migration was a success. “Throughout this complex
migration project, ForgeRock proved itself to be not just a technology vendor but a strong business
partner committed to our success. The ForgeRock team’s technical expertise and understanding of our
business helped us through a number of complex challenges and was a critical factor in us completing
the project on time and on budget.” said Higgins
With a common code-base, the transition from Sun Access Manger to OpenAM was much easier. The team
was able to migrate nearly 3 million mobile users and 15 legacy applications and build three new custom
applications connected via SAML within a span of two months. The team anticipates that the transition from
OpenSSO to OpenAM—which supports the company’s customer portal—will be equally as smooth.

Simplicity = Savings
The numbers tell it all. Once all three
migrations are complete, 2.8 million
employees, customers and partners will access
more than 44 applications through a common
access management platform. By standardizing
on a common platform of OpenAM, it is easier for
Spark NZ to deploy new services and securely manage
user authentication. In addition, maintaining one access
management platform versus three has also saved the
company time and money. The common platform enables
the company to reduce redundant users—whether a customer

The OpenAM solution is enabling
Spark NZ to significantly reduce cost
and time investments that are required
to create and maintain our piecemeal
access management environment
— and also allowing us to deliver
superior access security and customer
service at the same time.”
KEVIN HIGGINS, Spark NZ

is logging in from a mobile device to manage mobile services or
logging into an online portal from a notebook, access is granted
through the same system. This enables the company to provide better
security and more efficient services at the same time.

ACCESS MANAGEMENT PLATFORM

USERS

APPLICATIONS

Proprietary Platform

6600 employees

9

Sun Access Manager

2.7 million mobile users

15, 3 new applications

Sun Open SSO

130,000 customer portal users

15, 2-3 new applications

ForgeRock OpenAM (Total)

2,836,600 users

44-45 applications
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